Abstract. In [1] Luke gave an expansion of the confluent hypergeometric function in terms of the modified Bessel functions Iv(z). The existence of other, similar expansions implied that more general expansions might exist. Such was the case. Here multiplication type expansions of low-order hypergeometric functions in terms of other hypergeometric functions are generalized by Laplace transform techniques.
is defined by p II («y)* k We assume that no a, is equal to any b,-and that no b¡ is a negative integer. For ease in writing, we employ the contracted notation Thus (ap)k is to be interpreted as JJjLi (ai)k and similarly for (bq)k • Considered as a power series in z, PFq(z) has a radius of convergence equal to infinity if p ^ q and equal to unity if p = q + 1. In general, PFq(z) is not defined if p ^ q + 2. However, in this paper, we shall say that pFq(zw) is equal to another series if the coefficients of (w)k on both sides are equal, regardless of the relationship between p and q.
Our first expansion is (ap, crI \ _ <A (aP)n(a)n(ß)n(-z)Ĥ t q+s y^ ^ ^ I zwj -£ ________ /n + a, n + ß, n + apI \ /-n, n + y, cr\ \ For example, if in (1.3) we replace r by r + 1, 2 by z/cr+1, set ß = cr+, and let ß -> oe, (1.4) results; (1.5) and (1.6) may be similarly derived; (1.6) is a result given previously by Meijer, [7] , 1953, page 355, but it is the only result above which can be deduced from his work. Equation (1.3) is proved by induction on p, q, r, and s. The case p = q = r = s = 0 reduces to
a result given by Luke, see (1.8) of [3] . The proof of (1. The induction on r is completed by replacing 1/X by w in (1.10). The induction with respect to s is effected by multiplying both sides of (1.3) by (w)°, letting w = 1/X and applying the inverse-Laplace transform, see (1) , page 297 of [4] . If the above Laplace transform techniques are applied to z instead of w, the inductions on p and q can be similarly effected.
2. Specialized Expansions. In this section we give several interesting cases of (1.3H1.6). 
The Pn(a,ß)(x) are known as the Jacobi polynomials, see [8] , and reduce to the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind if a = ß = -\. The Lna(x) are known as the generalized Laguerre polynomials, see [8] .
The result (2.7) can also be deduced from the work of Rain ville [5] , page 267, (25), and (2.8) is a generalization of a result given by Chaundy [6] and Meijer [7] , 1952, page 483. Since the merits of modified Bessel function expansions are well known, we consider the convergence properties of (2.3) in more detail. They are determined principally by the asymptotic properties of the polynomials (-n,n + 2y,cr\ \ for large n. For an extensive treatment of the asymptotic properties of these polynomials for large n, see [9] . In general, the convergence properties of (2. Then replacing ap by ap + k, bq by bq + k, y by y + 2k and multiplying both sides of (3.1) by
we get
(ds)kkl n=o (fc + bq)n(n + 2k + y)nn As a final example of how Laplace transform techniques may be used in general expansions, we prove
